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could not stand the fire of Nadir's swivel-guns. His ranks were
utterly broken. While trying to leave the field, Sa'adat Khan's
elephant drove into the Persian ranks where he was obliged
to submit and was carried a prisoner to the Persian monarch.1
As a strategist Nadir was far superior to his opponents.
He was resourceful and quick to perceive and to utilize
his enemy's error. By tactical manipulation the Amiru'l-
Umara's reinforcement was not allowed to offer any help
to Sa'adat Khan. His forces engaged them separately.
After overpowering Sa'adat Khan, Nadir Shah turned
towards the Amiru'l-Umara with 20,000 troops. The
latter's forces were thrown into the utmost disorder by the
terrific fire of his artillery. The Amiru'l-Umara was severely
wounded and carried back senseless to the Imperial camp.2
The rout of the latter's army was complete. Nearly
20,000 Indians were killed and their effects and baggage
plundered by the Persians. Among the prominent Indians
slain were Muzaffar Khan, younger brother of Samsamu'd-
Daulah, Yadgar Khan, Ashraf Khan and others. The ineffec-
tive strategy of the Mughal generals facilitated the victory
of the Persian monarch. In view of the menace created by
the situation then, the Mughal Emperor and his advisers
were greatly dismayed and not a little confused as to the
action to be taken.
When back to his camp, Nadir Shah is reported to have
questioned Burhanu'1-Mulk Sa'adat Khan about the general
condition of the Mughal Empire. Sa'adat Khan answered:
"Asaf Jah is the key of the Empire of India, Your Majesty
may call him and negotiate terms with him."3 Sa'adat Khan
suggested that it was necessary to invite Nizamu'1-Mulk
to his camp in order to conclude an arrangement with him.
He was the only person who could deliver the goods. Next
morning an invitation was sent to Nizamu'1-Mulk to discuss
a settlement as a preliminary to general peace. The invitation
was sent through a trustworthy person, with a copy of the
holy Quran in order to show good faith. The Emperor Mu-
hammad Shah regarded the proposal with great apprehension.
At that critical juncture Nizamu'1-Mulk was the only ex-
lJeJian Kusha, p. 237.	2 Ibid.; Siyar, vol. II, p. 483.
3 Srivastava, First Two Kings of Oudh, p. 68.

